1 INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
==============

As the cost of sequencing continues to drop exponentially, it will soon be practical to test all variation in the genome for association to disease using data from thousands of individuals. There are obvious computational challenges in analyzing datasets on this scale. Regularized regression methods such as the LASSO ([@B7]) and other extensions are appropriate tools for selecting important variables in problems where variables far exceed observations. Programs like *glmnet* ([@B2]) are computationally efficient for small to moderately sized datasets, but do not scale to extremely large datasets due to memory burden. We introduce an object-oriented framework that scales across nodes on Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) clusters yet shields users from the underlying complexities of a distributed optimization algorithm, allowing them to easily implement custom Monte Carlo routines (e.g. permutation testing, bootstrapping, etc.). Practical use of our framework is demonstrated by an application to real and simulated data.

2 IMPLEMENTATION {#SEC2}
================

Our C++ framework, named *gpu-lasso*, implements the mixed L1 and L2 penalized regression model of [@B8]) on datasets with any arbitrary number of variables. L1 penalties enforce sparsity, whereas L2 penalties enable correlated predictors within groups (e.g. genes, pathways) to enter the model as well. *gpu-lasso* exploits the optimization scheme of greedy coordinate descent (GCD) which, upon estimating regression coefficients across all variables, updates the single variable leading to the greatest improvement to the likelihood with its new coefficient. In general, this requires more iterations to converge than cyclic coordinate descent (CCD), which updates each regression coefficient as it cycles through variables. However, this disadvantage diminishes for sparser models. More importantly, GCD exposes parallelism across subjects and variables, which makes it both a better fit for GPU processors and a more scalable algorithm compared CCD with, which only exposes parallelization at the subject level. Since GPU memory is far more limited than host memory, for larger datasets such as whole-genome sequence data it is essential to coordinate optimization across two or more GPUs. MPI routines in our framework handle this coordination, enabling GPUs to be distributed across a network. Our GPU kernels are implemented in OpenCL, which assure maximum portability across either ATI or nVidia GPU devices.

We compared runtime behavior of our program across multiple configurations and to *glmnet* ([@B2]). We were also interested in scalability properties as optimization is split across nodes. Our host was configured with a pair of nVidia Tesla C2050s, 24 Xeon X5650 cores, and 48 GB of RAM. We generated datasets of various sizes by extracting genotypes from the first 250 000 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and 1 million SNPs (ordered by position) of a large Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) (see [Section 3](#SEC3){ref-type="sec"}). [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows that due to its implementation in the R environment, *glmnet* has a much heftier memory requirement than our C++ implementation and could not load the 1 million SNP dataset. Execution times were similar between *glmnet* and *gpu-lasso*, where *gpu-lasso* was slightly faster. Memory and runtime halved as expected when distributing across two nodes. Table 1.Computational requirementsMethodTime per iteration (min : s)Memory per node250 000 variables*glmnet*2 : 2046 GB*gpu-lasso* (1 CPU)0 : 54415 MB*gpu-lasso* (1 GPU)0 : 1.85415 MB*gpu-lasso* (2 GPU)0 : 0.93208 MB1 million variables*glmnet*NANA*gpu-lasso* (1 CPU)3 : 471.7 GB*gpu-lasso* (1 GPU)0 : 7.71.7 GB*gpu-lasso* (2 GPU)0 : 3.8863 MB[^2]

3 APPLICATION {#SEC3}
=============

In the first example, we demonstrate how a mixed L1 and L2 penalization scheme can be beneficial for rare variant analyses by carrying out a simulation study based on real data from Pilot 3 of the 1000 Genomes Project. We assigned 100 genic SNPs, most of which had a minor allele frequency \<0.01 to be causal with a relative risk of disease of 2.0. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, which presents power as a function of false discovery rate (FDR), shows that, as expected, inclusion of a mixed penalty (in this specific case, L1 = L2) can improve power over a pure L1 penalty when informative groupings (i.e. genes) are defined. Fig. 1.ROC for simulations based on 1KGP exome data.

In our second example, we apply the method of stability selection ([@B4]), which has been demonstrated to provide good error control in gene expression data, to a large GWAS on prostate cancer genotyped across 1 047 986 SNPs on 9641 African-American men ([@B3]). We fit the model across 100 subsampled replicates of the data, completing analysis in slightly under 3.5 h. Based on our benchmarks ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), we estimate this analysis would have completed in \~9 days on a single CPU using the same algorithm.

[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} presents the three variables declared as being stable based on a threshold (derived as a function of a pure L1 penalty) that controls FDR at the 0.05 level. The first two SNPs listed in the table replicate significant findings in earlier studies of prostate cancer ([@B5]; [@B6]) while the last SNP appears to be a genuinely novel risk variant as we have recently replicated this finding in an independent Stage 2 analysis ([@B3]). Table 2.Stable variablesSNP IDChrPositionSelection probabilityrs105054838128 194 3770.68rs71308811168 752 5340.95rs72101001744 791 7480.8[^3]

4 DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
============

We describe our scalable framework *gpu-lasso*, which can be particularly useful for fitting sparse models in high-dimensional settings. To demonstrate how one can carry out Monte Carlo routines with our framework, we provide full source code listing for the C++ class that implements Stability Selection in our [Supplementary Material](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bts015/DC1). We should stress that our choice of GCD as our optimization routine may not be ideal in other contexts, particularly when large models need to be estimated, such as exploration of the entire LASSO path over a grid of values for the optimal penalty parameter. In this case, cyclic coordinate descent may be preferable as first, the increased number of iterations for GCD may swamp out gains from limited parallel resources, and second, GCD may potentially converge to models that overestimate sparsity. Alternatively, one could conceivably constrain the search to a set of candidate (sparse) models by adding a BIC penalty for example. For smaller datasets, software such as *glmnet* can be more practical, since efficient routines like the LARS algorithm ([@B1]), which solves the LASSO path without exploring a penalty parameter grid, are already bundled. As datasets increase in sample size, LARS and related approaches can lose their edge over a simple (parallelized) penalty grid search since such methods require inversion of a covariance matrix with dimension bounded by the number of samples \[i.e. O(n)\].
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